PROTECTING THE DAIRY HERD
Visitors Without Cattle Contact

Even without direct cattle contact, your actions on this operation could introduce disease causing agents through vehicle tires, equipment, and footwear.

ENTERING THE OPERATION

- Make sure you have permission to enter this operation.
- Respect the Line of Separation (LOS) between off-site and on-site traffic. Follow required biosecurity protocols when crossing the LOS.
- Drive and park in designated areas. Follow all posted signs.

EXITING YOUR VEHICLE

- Wear clean footwear that can be cleaned if it becomes soiled with manure. If necessary, disposable boots may be provided by the operation for visitors.
- Check-in with farm personnel upon arrival and sign the visitor’s log, if available.
- Avoid direct contact with cattle, cattle feed, manure, and other excretions. If cattle contact becomes necessary, follow required biosecurity protocols to avoid introducing or spreading disease.

EXITING THE OPERATION

- Ensure equipment is properly cleaned before storing or moving to avoid cross-contamination between operations.
- Keep your vehicle interior clean by ensuring equipment, clothing and footwear are clean before entering.
- Leave trash generated on the operation behind.